COUPE & TRUCK

ATOMIC ELECTRIC VEHICLES
REV 04 2019

Statement

This vehicle is not intended to be driven on public roads, it is
intended for off road use only.

Check your local County and State Regulations as these vary from
State to State.
Atomic Electric Vehicles LLC.
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Reference information
User’s manual
Please, read this manual throughly and competely before operating the vehicle. This manual contains important
information and tips to help you have the best possible driving experience. The manual will offer you with driving safety
tips, traffic safety information, and how to keep the vehicle in the best possible condition.
The manual must be transferred with the vehicle if the vehicle has a change of ownership.
This manual includes all models and options for the vehicle. Some options may not be installed on your vehicle.
Vehicle configuration is continuously changing to improve and ensure our products are at the highest possible safety
standards and of superior quality. Manual may be changed without notice to better improve the manual. The manufacture
and distributors are not responsible for any gramatical errors in this manul.
.
NOTE: Golf Car laws vary from state to state.

Vehicle accessories and modification

Do not modify or in anyway change the vehicle without using an authorized dealer. Any modifications done to the vehicle
by anyone except an authorized dealership will automatically VOID the warranty.
ELECTRIC VEHICLES genuine parts when making any repairs or maintence.

We recommend using ATOMIC

Non-genuine parts can damage the vehicle

or cause major safety hazzards. Use of non-genuine parts will automatically VOID the warranty.
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Symbol used in the manual
Important Notes

Warning
This symbol stands for what is prohibited from being done to the vehicle to
reduce the possibility of accidents or injuries.

Caution

This symbol stands for what should not be done to avoid damaging the
vehicle.

Safety label

This round symbol with the middle cross bar indicates what should not be done to the vehicle.
Arrow symbol indicates operations.
This arrow indicates pushing or a turning action to operate switches
and devices.
This arrow shows the result of the operation.
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Key
This vehicle is equipped with a foldable key.
■Opening key
Press button to open foldable key.

■Folding key
Press button and fold the key back after using.

Door
Doors can be opened, closed or locked with the key.
■Unlocking and locking the door
Insert the key into key hole,
1 To open the door, turn the key clockwise to unlock and pull the handle with button
□

pressed down.
2 To lock the door turn the key counter clockwise.
□
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■Interior door lock button

1 Door locked
□
2 Door unlocked
□

■Unlocking and locking trunk
1 Unlocking trunk lid
□
2 Locking trunk lid
□

■When opening the trunk
Use support bar to hold the trunk lid.

■When closing the trunk

1. Remove support bar and place on hook.
2. Close trunk and lock it.
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Cargo box
Cargo box cover can be unlocked or locked with the key.
■Unlocking and locking cargo box cover

1 Unlock cargo box cover
□
2 Lock cargo box cover
□

■Closing cargo box cover
Lower cargo box cover.

Press down to close cargo box.

NOTE: On 2017 and beyond model, the key lock was relocated to the the tailgate. The key lock also pushes in to release the
cargo box cover
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Front row seat

1 Seat position lever
□
2 Backrest angle lever
□

Warning
■Adjusting Seat
●Do not adjust seat while driving.
●Ensure seat is locked in place after adjusting seat.

Rear row seats
■Foldable rear row seats
Pull up back seat locking hook and then fold the back rest down.

Warning
■Drive with backseat upright
Please observe the following or otherwise severe injury may occur.
●Check that the backseat is locked in the upright position before sitting in
the back.
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Headrest
■ Adjusting headrest

Vertical adjustment
1 Up
□
2 Down
□
Press and hold buckle release button and pull or push the headrest at same time.

■Removing headrest
Pull out the headrest while pressing buckle release button.

Seat safety belt
Ensure that all occupants are wearing their seat safety belts before driving
the vehicle.
■Correct use of the seat safety belt
●Extend the shoulder belt so that it comes fully over the shoulder, but does not come
into contact with the neck or slide off the shoulder.
●Position the lap belt as low as possible over your hips.
●Adjust the position of the seatback. Sit up straight in the seat.
●Do not twist the seat belt.

Rear view mirror
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Adjust the angle of rear view mirror with your hand.

Side-view mirror
■ Adjusting side-view mirror
Before driving adjust the two side view mirrors manually to proper position.

Adjust the mirror up, down, in,
or out by pushing the mirror
surface

■ Folding the mirror
Fold the mirror backwards toward the window when parked.

Push to fold the mirror.
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Power windows
Power window switch

1 Up window
□
2 Down window
□

■The power windows can only be operated when the ignition switch is in the

Opening charging cover
Step1: Use key to open charging cap at rear left of vehicle.
1 Opening
□
2 Closing
□

Step2 Unscrew protective cap.
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position.

Step 3 Plug in the cord to charge the vehicle.

■ Closing

the charging cap

To close charging cap screw on the protective cap after charging, close the charging cap and lock it with the key.
■ Preparations
1
□

for charging

Inspect the charger, charging cord, and tools for damage. If anything is damaged replace parts.

2 Ignition switch must be turn off.
□
3 Use only genuine replacement parts.
□
4 Check that all connections are secure.
□
5
□ The charging location must be well ventilated, dry and not in sunlight.
6 Turn on emergency shutoff switch.
□
7 Charging cord must be properly inserted and locked.
□
■ To charge
1 Power socket must be matched with charging machine’s plug.
□
2 Charging voltage is 120V.
□
3
□ Turn off ignition switch, shift to neutral, withdraw the key, engage parking brake and pull red emergency shutoff button.
4 Insert the plug into charging port and tighten. Indicator light on the instrument panel will illuminate in the following ways.
□

(*Prior to 2018) Red light flashing: Charging and batteries are below 80% capacity
Red and green flashing: Charging and the batteries are between 80% and 100% capacity.
Green light flashing: Batteries are fully charged.
(*After 2018) Red Light Solid = Charging
Green Light Solid = Full

Correct driving positon
Drive in the correct posture as shown below:
1 Sit upright in the seat.
□
2 Adjust the position of the seat forward or backward to ensure the pedals can be
□
reached and easily pressed.
3 Adjust the seatback so that the controls are easy to operate.
□
4 Wear the safety seat belt correctly.
□
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Driving vehicle
The following procedures should be observed to ensure safe driving.

■Starting the vehicle
→See Page 24
■Driving
1 With the brake pedal pressed down; shift the gearshift to D or R.
Step□
2 Release the parking brake.
Step□
3 Gradually release the brake pedal and gently press the accelerator pedal to accelerate the vehicle.
Step□
■To Brake
1 Press down on the brake pedal.
Step□

■Parking the vehicle
1 Press the brake pedal while the vehicle is still in motion.
Step□
2 After coming to a complete stop, set the parking brake with button released.
Step□
3 Shift gearshift to Neutral.
Step□
4 Turn ignition switch to the
Step□

position.

5 Lock all doors and take the key. When the vehicle is parked for an extended period of time push in the emergency
Step□
shutoff switch.
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■Parking warning
When parking on a slope turn the front wheels toward the curb or ditch. Next, push down on the emergency shut
off switch and lock the vehicle. Use the following illustrations to better hely you understand:

■Driving
1 To drive push down on the brake pedal, keep the emergency brake set, and shift to Drive.
Step□
2 Gently press the accelerator pedal and release the parking brake at the same time to start driving.
Step□

■ Driving in the rain
●Drive carefully when it is raining because visibility will be reduced, the
windows may fog, and the road could be slippery.

●When driving on a wet roads drive slowly to avoid hydroplaning. Do not drive through standing water.
■New vehicle break in period
To extend the life of the vehicle, the following procedures are recommended：

●For first 250 miles, drive at low to middle speed. This may extend the life of the batteries and ensure excellent performance of
the vehicle.

●Avoid sudden movements such as accelerating, braking, and long periods of high speed driving.
●Do not exceed the 19 MPH break-in period speed and do not exceed the local speed limit.
● Do not overload the vehicle.
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Ignition switch
■Starting the vehicle
1 Check that the parking brake is engaged.
Step □
2 Shift to Neutral.
Step □
3 Press down on the brake pedal.
Step □
4 Pull out emergency switch.
Step □
5 Turn on ignition switch and check to see all instruments are working properly.
Step □
6 Shift to Drive
Step □
7 Release parking brake and press down on accelerator.
Step □

■Change ignition switch mode
1
□

（Lock）

This symbol means that the vehicle power is off, steering wheel locked, and key can
be removed.
（only when the vehicle is in N can the key be removed.）
2
□

（Off）
The key in this position will turn on the power but not to the motor and the key

cannot be removed.
3
□

（ON）
The key in this position turns on the electrical components and allows the vehicle to drive.

■Ignition key will not turn

The ignition switch may seem stuck in the
direction.
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position when starting. To free it turn the steering wheel slightly in each

Gearshift
■Shifting the gearshift
Move the gearshift while pressing down the brake pedal when ignition switch is
at

position, move the gearshift while pressing the braking pedal.

■Gears
Gears

Function

D

Forward or Drive

N

Neutral

R

Reverse

Caution
■ The vehicle must be stopped before the gears can be shifted.

To protect motor

life the vehicle cannot be shifted to D or R while moving.
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Turn signal

1 Right turn
□
2 Left turn
□

■Turn signals can only be operated when:
Ignition switch is in the

position.

Turn signal light flashes while turn signal indicator is flashing.

■ If the turn signal indicator is flashing faster than usual
Check the light bulb first when the indicatior is flashing faster than usual. If light bulb is off and indicator is still flashing fast
check the fuse, bulb and flashing relay. Both turn signal indicator lights flash simultaneously while emergency flashing lights button
is on.
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Parking brake
■ To engage the parking brake
1.

Pull on the parking brake lever while brake pedal pressed down.
The indicator and the buzzer will turn on.

■ To release the parking brake
1 Slightly raise the lever
□
2 Press the parking brake button
□
3 Lower lever completely
□

Caution
■ Before driving
Fully release the parking brake.
Driving the vehicle with the parking brake set will lead to brake components
overheating, which may affect braking performance and increase brake wear.
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2-2. Meter panel

Instruments

The following instruments illuminate when the ignition switch is in the

position.
1 Speedometer
□
2 Battery power indicator
□
3 Odometer/Trip meter
□
4 Trip meter reset button.
□

2-2. Meter panel
■ Speedometer
The speedometer displays the vehicle speed in miles per hour (MPH).

■ Battery power indicator
Displays the charge level of the batteries.
The battery power indicator will start to flash when batteries are low.

The driver only has 2-5 miles of battery charge left

when the indicator starts to flash.

■ Odometer/trip meter
Odometer: Displays the total distance the vehicle has been driven.
Trip meter: Displays the distance the vehicle has been driven since the meter was last reset.

■ Trip meter reset button
Press and hold this button to reset trip meter.

Caution
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■ To ensure the correct recording of miles per full charge we suggest that you
reset the trip meter after fully charging the vehicle (press and hold the reset button
for 6s). Charge the battery while the miles driven on the charge is less than 40
miles to prolong battery life.

Signal light and indicator
The indicator and warning lights on the instrument panel give the driver information about the vehicle’s various systems.

■ Indicators
The following indicators inform the driver about the vehicle’s various systems.
Rear fog light indicator: This indicator turns on when the rear fog lights or on.
Air conditioning indicator: This indicator is lit when the air conditioning system is on.

Battery charging indicator：The batteries are charging when this indicator is red. The batteries are done charging
when this indicator is green.
Low- beam indicator：The headlights are working in low beam.
High beam indicator：The headlights are working in high beam.
Position indicator：Position lights, taillight, and license plate lights are on.
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Turn signal indicator：This indicator flashes when turn signals are on.
Parking indicator：The parking brake is set.
Drive indicator：The vehicle is in Drive (forward).
Neutral indicator：The vehicle is in Neutral.
Reverse indicator：The vehicle is in Reverse.
■ Warning lights
Warning lights inform the driver of malfunctions or defects in any of the vehicle’s systems.
Motor overheat warning light：The motor has reached a critical temperature level. Please, stop driving and shut off
the vehicle.
Seat belt warning light：If the seat belt is not fastened or malfunctioning this indicator will light and buzzer will sound.
Braking system warning light：This indicates that the brake fluid is low in the vehicle. Stop and check the brake
fluid levels immediately.
Door open warning light：A door is open.
Battery capacity warning light：The battery charge is low.
Headlight switch
The headlights are operated from the turn signal lever.

1 OFF All lights off.
□
2
□
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Position, tail, and license plate lights are on.

3
□

Headlights are at low beam light and position lights are on too.

4
□

Headlights are at high beam light and position lights are on.

Dome light switch (option)
The Dome lights improve visibility on the interior and aids in the entry of the golf cart.
The Dome lights can be manually operated with this switch.

1 Dome light ON
□
2 OFF
□

Windshield wiper
The windshield wiper has three speed settings:OFF-LO-HI.

1 OFF Windshield wiper is off.
□
2 LO Windshield wiper is on low speed.
□
3 HI Windshield wiper is on high speed.
□
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■ Wash button
Push and hold the button to apply windshield washing fluid.

■ The windshield wiper can only be operated when the ignition switch is at

position.

■ If windshield washer fluid is not working
Check to see that the washer nozzles are not blocked and if there is washer fluid in the windshield washer fluid reservoir.

Emergency warning lights

If an emergency situation occurs, stop the vehicle immediately. Push down on
the emergency warning lights switch. Keep warning lights on at all times during
an emergency.

■ Danger warning light switch can only be operated when the ignition switch is at the

Caution
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position.

■ Pull all the way off the driving roadway when stopping in an emergency.
Pulling off the roadway will ensure more safety for yourself and fellow drivers.
Turn signals will not work when emergency warning lights are on.

Preparations for driving
■ Always wear a seat belt when driving. Failure to wear a seat belt may lead to a serious injury or death.
■ The driver and all passengers should be seated and fastened in their seat belt properly. Check mirror positions and
make sure all doors are closed and locked to prevent door from opening accidently.
■ Check instrument panel for any warning lights.
■ Check the vents for air flow when using the defrost.
■ Check tread pattern of tire and its wears. Make sure there are not rocks or sharp objecting in the tire. Check for
tire wall cracking as well.
■ Check exterior turn signals for proper functioning. Check the indicators on dashboard as well.
■ Press the brake pedal several times to check for proper braking resistance. Do not drive the vehicle if there is a
brake problem.
■ Check the batteries and cables condition. The power of the battery will be lower in cold weather conditions.

Driving procedures
The driver needs to drive cautiously even thought the vehicle is equipped with safety features, the driver needs to drive
cautiously. Pay attention to the following aspects to drive safely.
■ Drive cautiously, pay attention to road, watch weather conditions and keep a safe following distance with vehicle in
front of you.
■ Check rear view mirror often and turn on turning lights when changing lanes.
■ Pay attention to pedestrians and other vehicles.
■ Turn emergency warning lights on while in an emergency situation.
■ Do not accelerate and brake rapidly. Keep the vehicle at a uniform speed.
■ Please, obey all traffic laws and regulations.
■ Slow down when turning.
■ Everyone must be wearing their seat safety belts.
■ Do not overloading.
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Vehicle Inspection
■ Service and maintenance of the vehicle
Check and service your vehicle in accordance with the “Maintenance Manual”.
■ Tire
Check the tires often to see that they are in normal condition, check for bumps, scratches and abnormal wear. If defects
are found replace tire immediately.
■ Overloading
Do not overload.
■Electrical devices
Use electric devices in the vehicle as little as possible to conserve battery energy.
■ Driving
To conserve power drive at a uniform speed. Adjust driving speed based on weight and driving conditions.

Personal Belongings
Read the following information about storage in the trunk.
●Stow personal belongings in the trunk or cargo box whenever possible.
●Be sure all items are secured properly.
●Be careful to keep the vehicle evenly balanced when loading the trunk. Placing the weight as far forward as possible helps
to maintain vehicle balance.
● Do not carry unnecessary weight to conserve power.

■ Items that must not be carried in the trunk
The following items may cause a fire or explosion in the trunk.
● Receptacles containing gasoline
● Aerosol cans
34

2-5.
Driving
information
2-5.
Driving
information
2-5.
Driving
information

Storing the vehicle

If you put the vehicle in long term storage store in the following way.
■ Place the vehicle in a dry and ventilating area.
■ Apply the parking brake.
■ Charge the battery to full capacity and turn on emergency switch.
■ Clean and protect the parts.
■ Leave the windows opened slightly.
■ Check the tire pressure at a regular base.

Caution
■ Charge the battery as soon as possible when the battery low power alarm activates.
■ Electric circuit system malfunction may occur when driving. If electrical system malfunctions, press down on
emergency shut off switch as soon as possible and call your local authorized dealer.
■ Driving at uniform speed is always encouraged to extended battery range.
■ Cold weather can cause the battery range to drop.
■ The batteries cannot be left uncharged in long term storage. The batteries must be charged at least once a month.
Always change the battery to full charge before storing.
■ When the power is used up the system will automatically shut off.

Recharge before driving or the batteries will be

destroyed.
■ The batteries of a new vehicle has been partially charged. Charge the batteries to fully charged before driving.
■ The range of an electric vehicle may affected by many factors such as braking, starting, uneven road, up slope, wind,
temperature and other conditions.
■ Do not modify the vehicle without using an local authorized dealer. Any modifications performed by an unauthorized
individual voids the warranty.
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■ Please slow down when turning.
■ Do not drive on steep grades for long periods of time.

Warning
■ Do not touch headlights after driving the vehicle at night.

The headlights

will be hot and burn skin.

Air conditioning system
1. Turn on power supply
2. Select fan speed by turning the fan speed selector
3. Press either the heat or air conditioning button.

■ Fan speed selection
1 Turn fan speed selector from position “0” clockwise; the selection options are low, medium, or high fan speed.
□
2 Turn fan speed selector counter clockwise to “0” position to turn off fan.
□

■ Air conditioning

1 To turn on air conditioning select fan speed, press A/C button and turn temperature knob to the left.
□
2 Fan speed slector and air outlet can be adjusted to obtain a comfortable environment.
□
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3 Press A/C button again to turn off air conditioning.
□
4 Turn the fan speed selector counterclockwise to“0” position; the ventilation system turns down automatically.
□
■ Heating operation
1 To turn on the heat select fan speed, press heat button and turn temperature knob to the right.
□
2 Frost may be on the glass in cold weather. Let the vehicle warm up and defrost the window before driving.
□
3 The heating and cooling will shut off when the temperature knob is moved to the middle.
□
4 Turn fan speed selector counter clockwise to“0” position and ventilation system will shut off automatically.
□

■ Temperature adjusting setting
The temperature nob can be turned right to turn on heat. The temperature nob can be turned left to turn on cooling. The
system will send outside air or warm air through the vents when the A/C button is not on.
■ Adjust the fan speeds dial
The fan speed dial can be turned clockwise to increase or clockwise to decrease fan speed.
The fan speed turned to “0” position will shut off fan.

Air vents

■ Right and left side vents
The vents direct the air flow to left, right, up, or down.

■ Opening and closing air outlets
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1 Open outlet
□
2 Close outlet
□

Caution
■ The mileage range of the batteries may be affected by using the air
conditioner

Audio system
Audio control panel

1 Power switch/ Clock button
□
Push power switch will turn the radio on. Press and hold the power switch to turn off radio. The button also handles
clock settings. To adjust time press the button once to change hours or twice two change minutes. The knob will be used
to adjust the actual time. Once finished adjusting the time the clock will automatically start.
2 Mode button
□
Press this button to switch between the different modes; Radio/AUX/USB/SD.
3 Display
□
Press to show current radio station and playing information on the display.
4 SD/MCC slot
□
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Insert SD/MCC card and the songs will play automatically for correctly formatted songs.
5 USB adapter
□
Insert an USB and the songs on the USB disk will play automatically.
6 AUX-IN Adapter
□
Insert AUX cords and play songs through other devices.
7 Reset button
□
To reset the radio press the reset button to reset. Turn off the ignition and hold this button to reset the audio system.

■ Use of mobile phones
Please, do not use a mobile phone while driving the vehicle, unless proper stereo system is installed.

Using FM and MP3

1 Band change/ Auto seeking station button
□
When in radio mode this button can change between FM1-FM2-FM3. To search for the next available radio station, hold
down this button. The vehicle can hold up to 18 different stations with the three FM options.
2 Volume knob
□
To adjust the sound volume, turn the volume knob. To turn the volume up turn the know clockwise. To lower the volume,
turn the knob counter clockwise. The volume knob is also used to change the actual time during clock time changes.
3 Forward / Number 6 button
□
Press this button to turn the radio to the number 6 preset radio station in radio mode. Holding down this button will
reset the number 6 button to the current radio station selected.
Press this button to select 6th song or press and hold to play forward a song in MP3 mode.
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4 Backward/ Number 5 button
□
In radio mode, press this button to turn the radio to the number 5 preset radio station. Holding down this button will
reset the number 5 button to the current radio station selected.
In MP3 mode, press this button to select the 5th song or press and hold to play the song behind the current song.
5 Random play/ Number 4 button
□
In radio mode, press this button to turn the radio to the number 4 preset radio station. Holding this button down will
reset the number 4 button to the current radio station.
In MP3 mode，press shortly to play the 4th preset song or press and hold to play songs in sequence.

Using FM and MP3 continued.
6 Repeat / Number 3 button
□
In radio mode，press this button to turn the radio to the number 3 preset radio station. Holding down this button will
reset the number 3 button to the current radio station.
In MP3 mode，press shortly to play the 3th preset song or press and hold to repeat song. Press and hold again to cancel
the repeat playing.

7 Scan and play/Number 2 button
□
In radio mode，press this button to turn the radio to the number 2 preset radio station. Holding down this button will
reset the number 2 button to the current radio station selected.
In MP3 mode, press this button to select the 2nd song on the playlist or press and hold to play only 10 seconds of a song.
8 Pause/Number 1 button
□
In radio mode，press this button to turn the radio to the number 1 preset radio station. Holding down this button will
reset the number 1 button to the current radio station selected.
In MP3 mode, press this button to select the 1st song on the playlist or press and hold to pause the song. Press and hold
again to undo pause.
9 Fast forward/ forward scanning
□
In radio mode，press and hold this button to scan for radio stations at a higher frequency than the current one.
In MP3 mode，press this button to move forward one song from the current one. Press and hold to fast forward through
the song.
10 Reverse/ reverse scanning
□
In radio mode，press and hold to scan for radio stations with lower frequencies than the current selected song.
In MP3 mode，press this button to move backward one song. Press and hold to rewind the current song.

Using AUX input
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The AUX input is used to connect a portable audio device and the vehicle’s speakers.
■ Operating portable audio devices
Volume control is the only setting that can be changed through the audio control panel. All other settings must be adjusted
from the portable audio device.

Storage spaces
■ Front

1 Glove box
□
2 Cup holder
□
3 Door storage
□

■ Truck Cab Rear
1 Glove box
□
and cup holder

12 Volt Outlet
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The vehicle must be turned on for 12 Volt outlet to function

Coupe and Truck User Maintenance Manual
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Cleaning and protecting vehicle
Perform the following to protect and maintain the vehicle in the best possible condition.
● To help prevent rust, wash the vehicle regularly to wash away dirt and debris. Use a chamois when washing the vehicle
to avoid scratching the vehicle.
● For hard-to-remove spots use car wash soap.
● Dry the entire vehicle off to avoid rust.
● To protect the vehicle finish wax the vehicle.
■ Automatic car wash
● Fold the mirrors back before using a car wash.
● Brushes used in automatic car washes may scratch the vehicle surface and harm the paint. Note: Check to make sure that
the electric charging port is closed and locked to stop water from ruining the vehicle’s electronics.
■ High pressure car wash
Do not allow the nozzles of the car wash to come within close proximity of the windows.
■ Wheels
To wash wheels use a neutral detergent. Do not use hard brushes or abrasive cleaners. Do not use strong or harsh chemical
cleaners.
Use the same mild detergent and wax on the exterior of the vehicle.
■ Bumpers and mudguards
Do not scrub with abrasive cleaners or hard brushes.
■ To prevent body corrosion
● Wash the vehicle after the following:
1. After driving near the sea coast
2. After driving on salted roads
3. If the vehicle becomes dirty from dust or mud
4. If liquids such as benzene and gasoline are spilled on the paint surface
● Have the vehicle repaired immediately if the paint is chipped or scratched.

Caution
■To protect your vehicle’s painted surfaces
Do not use organic cleaners such as benzene or gasoline.
■Cleaning the exterior lights
● The exterior lights should be washed carefully. Do not use organic cleaners
or scrub with a hard brush to not damage the surface of the lights.
● Do not apply wax to lights.

Cleaning and protecting the vehicle interior
The following procedures will help protect your vehicle's interior and
keep it in best possible condition:
■ Protecting the vehicle interior
The vehicle should be cleaned regularly to remove dirt on interior features, plastic parts, and seats using a vacuum cleaner or
damp cloth. Use a soft cloth dampened with alkalescency diluted detergent. Next, dry off the remaining moisture with a
soft closth. To apply a fiber protection solution use the following steps. Note: Some fiber protective agents may contain a
chemical agent that will leave a stain or fade the seat surfice. DO no wash vehicle interior with water. The water may seep
into and damage electronics.

■ Seat safety belt
Clean with mild soap and lukewarm water using a cloth or sponge. The seat safety belts should be checked periodically for
excessive wear, fraying, or cuts. If belts show excessive wear or damage replace seat belts.

Warning
■ Water in the vehicle
Do not let water to come into contact with the electronics. Any water coming
into contact with electronics will cause damage to the electronics and may start
a fire.
Caution
■Cleaning detergent
Do not use organic substances such as benzene or gasoline, acidic solutions,
alkaline solutions, dye, bleach, or any other detergent. Using the wrong cleaners
may discolor the vehicle interior, cause streaks to appear, or damage to painted
surfaces.
■Water
Do not wash the vehicle floor with water.
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Anti-corrosion
■ Common factors of vehicle rust
□
1 Moisture, dirt, dust, or other foreign material left on the the vehicle parts
□
2 Scratches caused by gravel or slight accidents on paint coating.
■ Environmental factors that affect rusting
□
1 Moisture
Factors such as sand, dirt, or moisture on the under side of the vehicle may accelerate the rusting process.
□
2 Relative humidity
The rusting process will be accelerating in the following condition: areas with high relative humidity, areas with high air
pollution and areas that use road salt.
.
■ Preventing your vehicle from rusting
The vehicle should be washed and waxed regularly to avoid rust. Repair any damaged areas as soon as possible to keep the
areas from rusting.
Maintenance
Regular maintenance is essential to keeping the vehicle safe and in the best possible condition. We recommend the following
maintenance steps.
■ Scheduled maintenance
● Should be performed at specified distance intervals according to the maintenance schedule.
Scheduled maintenance should be completed by the mileage on the odometer. Keep up with maintenance schedule to
keep vehicle in best possible condition.
● Where to perform maintenance.
The best place to have maintenance performed is at your local authorized dealership. Technicians will have the newest
information and techniques for providing proper maintenance. The dealer will also carry specialty tools that are sometimes
needed for maintenance.

■ Self-Maintenance
Some aspects of the maintenance schedule may be done by the vehicle owner. Do not attempt to fix anything that one
is not familiar with or must be done by a local authorized dealer per the vehicle warranty. Some maintenance requires special
tools and knowledge. A maintenance record should be kept.

■ Is your vehicle in need of repair?
Pay attention to changes in the performance, sound, and appearance of your vehicle. The following situations may be caused
by a vehicle needing maintenance.
● Quick loss of power
● Leakage from under the vehicle（Air conditioner dripping is normal.）
● Tire issues
● Vehicle pulling to one side
● Abnormal sounds related with running of suspension
● Brake malfunctions
Send vehicle to your local authorized dealer for maintenance if any of the above mentioned items does happen.

Warning
■ Poor vehicle maintenance
Poor maintenance of the vehicle can lead to dangerous and major problems
with the vehicle.

Scheduled maintenance
■ Scheduled maintenance should be done according to the specific timeline in the maintenance plan. The local dealership
can perform every step on the schedule. Heavy use will require maintenance to be done more often. The owner’s is
responsible for keeping up with scheduled maintenance.
■ Initial break in periods of 250 miles and 1000 miles are the most important maintenance mileages.
■ Maintenance after intitial break in period
The vehicle should go in for maintenance every 750-1000 miles after the initial break in period. Your local authorized ATOMIC
ELECTRIC VEHICLES dealer will be the best place to have schedule maintenance done on the vehicle.
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Self-maintenance
The following items must be checked and maintained on a regular basis, unless specified below:
□
1 Tires
Check the tire pressure on a daily basis. The tire should be inflated to the specific pressure that is recommened on the tire.
□
2 Lug nuts
Regurarly check that the lug nuts are secured properly. This is especially important during the first 500 miles of driving. Do
not over tighten lug nuts.
□
3 Wheel adjustments and balance
Check to make sure that the vehicle is running with the proper alignment. Repairs will be needed if the vehicle is pulling in
one direction or riding unevenly.
□
4 Windshield wiper blade
Replace the windshield wiper blade periodically when blade shows excessive wear.
□
5 Lights
Check all lights daily on the vehicle to ensure proper functioning. Check headlight beam to ensure that lights are shining in
the proper direction.
□
6 Alarm light and buzzer
Check to see that alarm light and buzzer are functioning properly.
□
7 Windshield wiper
Check to see that windshield wiper is functioning properly.
□
8 Defrost
Check that the defrost vents and heat are functioning properly in cold weather.
□
9 Steering wheel
The steering wheel should be moving properly before driving.
1□
0 Accelerator pedal
The accelerator pedal should be working properly before driving.
□
11 Brakes
When starting to drive, check that the brakes are working properly by pushing down slightly.
1□
2 Brake pedal
Check that the brake pedal is working properly before driving.
1□
3 Parking brake
Pull up on parking break to ensure the parking brake is working properly before driving.

Caution
■ Routine and scheduled maintenance is essential for keeping the vehicle in
best possible condition.
Owner may perform specified maintenance and day to day maintenance. As the
owner of the vehicle, you are the only person who can ensure the scheduled
maintenance.
■ General care should include the pre-driving check list. The checklist is
required for the vehicle to operate safely and run normally. Common
maintenance should be performed on a regular basis. If any abnormal sounds,
vibrations, or peculiar smells stop the vehicle and check for the problem
immediately. If vehicle needs to be repaired call your local authorized dealer
for assistance.

Caution
Please read the following before performing do-it-yourself maintenance.
Article needed

Parts and tools

Fuse

● Use a fuse with same amperage rating as
original

Bulb

● Use a light bulb with same number and
wattage rating as original
● A screw driver will be needed

Tire inflation pressure

• Tire pressure gauge will be needed
• Compressed air source will be needed

Washer fluid

• Water
• Washer fluid
• Funnel (used only for adding washer
fluid)
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Warning
The engine compartment contains many moving parts and fluids that may
move suddenly, become hot, or become electrically energized. To avoid
death or serious injury observe the following precautions.
■ Working on the engine compartment
● Perform all work on the engine compartment with the emergency shut off
switch pushed down(engaged).
● Take special precautions to not have body parts come into contact with fluids.
Some fluids may cause serious side effects. Wash the affected area if your body
does come into contact with one of the fluids. If you continue to feel
discomfort see a doctor.
■ Safety glasses
Wear safety glasses to prevent flying or falling material, fluid spray, or other
foreign material from becoming lodged in the eye.

Caution
■ If the brake fluid level is low or high
It is normal for the brake fluid level to go down slightly as the brake pads wear
or when the fluid level in the accumulator is high.
If the reservoir needs frequent refilling there may a serious problem with the
vehicle brake system.

Floor jack

The floor jack must be properly positioned when raising the vehicle.
your vehicle or cause injury.

Improper placement of floor jack may damage

Warning
■ Raising the vehicle
Observe the following to reduce the possibility of serious injury or death.
● Lift up the vehicle using a floor jack,
such as the one shown in the illustration.

● Do not put any part of your body underneath the vehicle when only supported
by a floor jack. Use a jack stand to secure the vehicle from falling on the person
working on the vehicle.
● Do not start the motor while the vehicle is supported by the floor jack.
● Park the vehicle on a flat surface and put on the parking brake.
● The floor jack must be properly secured at the jack point.
Improperly positioning the floor jack will damage the vehicle and may cause the
vehicle to fall off the floor jack
● Do not raise the vehicle while someone is in the vehicle.
● Do not place any objects on top of or underneath the floor jack when raising
the vehicle.
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Hood
■ Removing the front hood
□
1 Turn on the windshield wiper and shut off the vehicle when wipers are at highest possible position to remove hood.
□
2 Remove the 2 tapping screws on each side of front hood with screw driver.
□
3 Use the key to unlock front hood lock and lift slightly to remove it.

□
1 Washer fluid tank □
2 Brake fluid filler point □
3 Fuse box □
4 Condenser
Warning
■ Before driving
Ensure that the front hood is closed and locked properly before driving. Failure
to do so may cause the hood to fly up and block the drivers field of vision leading
to serious injury or death.

■ Washer fluid
The winsdshield washer fluid function is used to clean the windshield to improve visibility. Check the fluid level in the fluid
box regularly. Do not drive the vehicle without windshield washer fluid. In cold environments a fluid with anti-freezing
characteristics is needed.
If washer fluid is not coming out the washer tank may be empty.
Adding washer fluid:
□
1 Open lid
□
2 Add washer fluid

Caution
■ Do not use any fluid other than windshield washer fluid.
■ Diluting washer fluid
Diluting washer fluid with water may be necessary.
Do not add water when in freezing temperatures.

■ Brake fluid
Adding fluid
When brake fluid is low replace with only DOT4 composite brake fluid. Your local authorized dealer is the best option for
having brake fluid added to your vehicle.

Caution
■ Brake fluid can absorb moisture from air in areas of high humidity. The brake
fluid will have to be replaced more often when used in high humidity areas.
■ The brake fluid is harmful to humans. Rinse any body parts that are
exposed to brake fluid immediately with water and neutral soap. If discomfort
continues see a doctor.
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Tire
Replace tires in accordance with maintenance schedules and tire wear.
■ Checking tires

□
1 New tread
□
2 Tread wear indicator
□
3 Worn tread

■ When to replace tires
Tires should be replaced if:
● You have tire damage such as cuts, splits and cracks deep enough to expose the fabric or if the tire bulges indicating internal
damage.
● A tire goes flat repeatedly or cannot be properly repaired due to the size or location of a cut or other damage.
If you are not sure, consult with your local authorized dealer.

Warning
■ Inspecting and replacing tires
Observe the following warnings to prevent accidents. Failure to do so may cause
damage to the vehicle which may lead to serious accidents.
● Do not mix tires of different makes, models, tread patterns, or tread wear.
● Do not use tire sizes other than those recommended for the vehicle.
● Do not mix radial, bias-belted, or bias-ply tires.
● Do not mix summer, all season, and winter tires.
● Do not use tires that have been used on another vehicle.
● Do not use tires if you do not know how they were used previously.
● Make sure that the vehicle is off the roadway and safe from passing vehicles
before changing the tire.
● Set the parking brake and put triangle warning plate on the proper place
behind the vehicle.
Caution

■ Rough roads
Take particular caution when driving on roads with loose road material or
potholes.
The above conditions may cause loss in tire inflation pressure and reduce the
cushioning ability of the tires. In addition, driving on rough roads may cause
damage to the tires, wheels and body.
■ If tire inflation pressure becomes low while driving
Do not continue driving on low tires to avoid damaging the tires.

Tire inflation pressure
Tires must be kept properly inflated. Check tire pressure at least once a month. We recommend tire pressure be check every
two weeks.
■ Effects of incorrect tire pressure
Driving with incorrect tire pressure may result in the following:
● Reduced driving comfort and tire life
● Reduced safety
● Damage to the drive train
The tire may need to be replaced if the tire needs frequent refilling.
■ Instructions for checking tire inflation pressure
When checking tire pressure observe the following:
● Only check tire pressure when tires have not been used for at least three hours.
● Always use a tire pressure gauge.
● Do not bleed or reduce tire inflation pressure after driving. It is normal for the tire pressure to be higher after driving.
●Never exceed the vehicle capacity weight.
Passengers and belongings weight should be placed so that the vehicle is balanced evenly.
Warning
■ Proper inflation is critical to keeping tire performance
Keep your tires properly inflated.
Otherwise, the following conditions may occur and result in an accident causing
serious injury or death.
● Excessive wear
● Uneven wear
● Poor handling
● Possibility of blowouts
● Tire bead seals may break
● Wheel deformation and/or tire separation
● A greater possibility of tire damage from road hazards
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Caution
■Tire inflation pressure
Be sure to reinstall the tire valve stem caps.
Dirt or moisture could get into the valve and cause air leakage without the valve
caps which could result in an accident. Replace any lost valve caps as soon as
possible.

Wheels
If a rim is bent, cracked, or heavily corroded replace rim.
The tire may separate from the wheel or cause loss of handling.
■Wheel selection
Use the proper replacement tires. Use a replacement tire that has equivalent load capacity, diameter, rim width and
displacement.
Replacement wheels are available at your local authorized dealer.
We do not recommend using:
● Wheels of different sizes or types
● Used wheels
● Bent wheels that have been straightened
■ Aluminum wheel warnings
● Use only our company’s wheel nuts and wrench designed for use with your aluminum wheels.
● Be careful not to damage the aluminum wheels when using tire chains.
.
Warning
■ Replacing wheels
●Do not use wheels that are a different size from those recommended in the
Owner’s Manual, as this may result in loss of handling control.

Air conditioner service
Chcek the refrigerants level if air conditioning is not producing as cool air as usual. If fluid level is low, have a certified
Atomic EV service center add more coolant, using the following steps:
Step□
1 Remove front panel and bumper.
Step□
2 Look through the peep hole.
Step□
3 If bubbles exist, the coolant is low, and refill with R134a coolant.
□
1 High pressure coolant input
pressure coolant input
□
3 Peep hole

Caution
■
■
■
■

Refill coolant in specified place to ensure safety.
Total coolant capacity is 450ml.
Clean the surface dust off condenser periodically.
Clean air conditioning air filter periodically.
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□
2 Low

Inspect and replace fuse

The hood must be removed to inspect fuse box. Next, the fuse box cover needs
to be removed. The different fuses will be visible after removing the cover.
Check all fuses for blown fuses. If electronic components aren’t working check
the fuse. If fuse is blown replace with the same ampere type of fuse. If the
fuse continues to blow take the vehicle to your local authorized dealer for
maintenance. Extra fuses are located in the fuse box. Do not use higher ampere
value fuses as replacements. The use of wrong size ampere fuses will damage
the vehicle.
■ Fuse layout and amperage ratings
Fuse（60V Circuit）

Ampere

Circuit

1

Main circuit

150A

Charging system, HTR、SUB2、EPS、
ABS1/VSC1、HTR、

2

PTC

30A

Air conditioning and blower

3

DC

15A

DC Switcher input

Fuse(12V Circuit)

Ampere

Circuit

1

Main fuse

30A

DC Switcher output

2

Horn

15A

Horn

3

Brake
assistance

10A

Brake pump

4

Turning

10A

Turn signal light and indicator

5

Headlight

15A

Hi-beam, Lo-beam, Rear fog light

6

FM radio

20A

Radio, 12 V outlet, instruments

Stop light

10A

Brake light, Reverse light, Reverse
buzzer

8

Position light

10A

Position lights, button indicator

9

Air
conditioning

30A

Air conditioning controlling system

10

Windshield
wiper

10A

Wiper motor, washer motor

11

Gear shifter

10A

Gear shifter, DC contactor, controller

12

Power window

30A

Power windows

13

Spare fuse

10A

14

Spare fuse

15A

15

Spare fuse

20A

16

Spare fuse

30A

7

■ After a fuse is replaced
● A light bulb may need to be replaced if the lights do not turn on after the fuse has been replaced.
● If the replaced fuse blows again, have the vehicle inspected by your local authorized dealer.
■ Blown fuse
A fuse is designed to blow before the entire wiring system is damaged.
Warning
■ To prevent system breakdowns and vehicle fire
Observe the following warnings.
Failing to do so may cause damage which could lead to break downs or fire.
●Never use a fuse of a higher amperage rating than indicated or use any other
object in place of a fuse.
●Always use a genuine fuse provided by our company. Never replace a fuse with
a wire. This will cause extensive damage or may cause a fire.
●Do not modify the fuse or the fuse box.
Caution
■Replacing fuses
If the fuse continues to blow, do not replace with another fuse until the electronic
overload issue has been fixed.

Light bulbs
You may replace the following light bulbs. The difficulty level of replacement varies depending on the light bulb. If light bulb
replacement seems to difficult to perform contact your local dealer.
■Light bulb replacement
Turn on all light switches to check that light bulbs are working. If the light does not work, generally it is caused by a blown
fuse or bad bulb. First check the fuse and if the fuse is working correctly check the light bulb. If fuse is not working, replace
fuse. If both fuse and light bulb are functioning properly take the vehicle to your local dealer for service.
Check that all instruments and warning lights are working properly.
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■ Prepare a replacement light bulb
Check the wattage of the light bulb being replaced.
Front combination light Hi-beam light /Lobeam light

35W*2 / 35W*2 、White

Front combination light position light

5W 、White

Front combination light turning light

10W 、amber

Side turning light

5W*2、amber

Rear combination light stop light /position
light

Combined LED light

Rear combination light turning light

16W、amber

Rear fog light
combination
License plate light

and

reverse

light

21W/21W、Red/White
3W*3、White

■ General rule
□
1 Lights must be off before replacing. Check the contact point to see whether it is oxidized.
□
2 Replace the bad bulb with one of the same type and wattage rating.
□
3 The light beam direction must be checked to ensure acceptable light coverage after headlight bulb replaced.
□
4 The inside surface of the headlight may have a thin layer of moisture in the early morning. This is normal and disipate
when lights are not. If moisture continues to stay built up, take the vehicle to a local dealer for service.
□
5 Do not use hands or dirty gloves to hold the bulb. Grease on your hand will affect the next replacement of light bulbs.
Clean a dirty lense with water and rubbing alcohol.
■ Adjustment of light beam
Adjustment of light beam：The A adjustment is used to change the headlights projection up or down. The B adjustment is
used to change the light projection left and right.

Caution
■ Improper operation and modification of electric devices without
understanding electric characteristics may cause a malfunction or fire.

Warning
■ Light bulb replacement
Do not attempt to replace the bulb immediately after turning off headlights.
The bulb will be very hot and could cause burn injuries.
■ To prevent damage or fire
Light bulbs must be properly secured and locked.

Caution
● Halogen bulbs contain pressurized gas and require special handling. Do not
touch the glass portion of the light bulb with bare hands. Hold onto the bulb by
causing the plastic or metal portion.
Do not scratch or drop bulb.
● Fully install light bulbs and any parts used to secure them. Failing to do so
may result in heat damage, fire, or water entering the headlight. This may
damage the headlights or cause condensation to build up inside the light bulbs.

■ Battery
Battery terminals should be checked regularly for corrosion and loose wires. The standard AGM maintenance free batteries do
not require the electrolyte levels to be checked.

Warning
■ Battery chemicals
A battery contains poisonous and corrosive sulfuric acid. The batteries may
produce hydrogen gas to leak from the battery which is flammable and
explosive. Take the following precautions while working on or near batteries to
reduce risk of serious injury or death：
● Do not let tools spark while working on the battery terminals.
● Do not smoke or light a match near the batteries.
● Wear protective safety glasses when working on the batteries.
● Keep children away from batteries.
■ Safely charging the battery
Always charge the battery in an open area. Do not charge the battery in a
garage or closed room where there is no sufficient ventilation.
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■ Recharging
The battery produces hydrogen gas while charging which is flammable
and combustible. Before recharging: Make sure while charging the vehicle is in a well ventilated area.
● The vehicle emergency power disconnect should be pulled out while charging.
Battery maintenance
□
1 Check the connections between the batteries, pole post, and connect bolt for proper connection and clean connections.
□
2 Proper connection helps to prevent sparks in the battery compartment which could lead to damage to the vehicle and cause
a fire.
□
3 Do not place any electric object on the battery. Do not connect the positive terminal with negative terminal this will cause
short circuit and damage the battery
□
4 Charge the batteries within 24 hours after each use no matter the mileage.
□
5 The vehicle should be parked in a ventilated area. Do no smoke around the charging vehicle.
□
6 Batteries must be replaced with other Atomic Ev batteries of the same type.

Warning
■ Battery replacement
You must go to your local authorized dealer for battery replacement. Do not try
to replace batteries at home.

Traction motor maintenance
Check that the vents around the traction motor are clean and working properly. Keeping the vents clean is critical to keeping
the temperature low and to not over heat the motor.
Axle maintenance
□
1
□
2
□
3
□
4

Remove all mud and dust on the rear axle breathing plug often.
Check the filling hole bolt and drain bolt regurarly for leakage. If there is a leakage tighten or replace gasket.
Wash the breath plug and check gear oil level within bridge housing (open oil level bolt and check) every 1000 miles.
Check the left and right axle tubes to see whether it is firm. The U shape bolt should be tightened every 1000 miles

□
5 Replace axle oil after the initial 250 miles and every 750 miles after that. The oil capacity is 0.6L.
Caution
■
●
●
●
●

The following will cause the mileage per charge to drop.
Temperature, weight load, and road conditions
Driving habits
Air conditioning, lights, and radio use
Battery life
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Technical data

Coupe
Item

Data

Item

Data

Dimensions(inches)
(L×W×H)

103×54×63

Rated Power
（kw/rpm）

4.5/3000

Wheelbase (inches)

74.80

Nominal
voltage

60V

Fr. ／ Rr. wheel
track (inches)

44

Motor type

Permanentmagnet
brushless

Min.
ground
clearance (inches)

5.9

Max.
torque
（N.m/rpm）

56/500

Min. turning radius
(inches)

≤177

Insulating level

H

Front
wheel
running angle

30.9°

Total capacity
of batteries

60V150Ah

Kerb. Mass（kg)
（Incl. Battery）

Standard：770
Advanced：800

Battery number

5

Max. loading (kg)

300

Tire

145/70 R12

Max. speed (mph)

19.9

Tire
Radial
pressure(psi)

36

1000

Climbing
ability
（No towing）

20%

Max. towing force
of the hook（kN）

2.5

Steering type

Steering wheel

Rated towing force
of the hook(kN)

1.6

Brake type

Front/rear disk
brake

Hundred kilometers
power consumption

8-9

Rim

Aluminum
alloy

Continuous
mileages(miles)

60 miles

Rated
mass(kg)

towing

Technical data

Truck
Item

Data

Item

Dimensions(inches)
113×54×63
(L×W×H)
Wheelbase (inches)

74.80

Fr. ／ Rr. wheel
44
track (inches)
Min.
ground
clearance (inches)
Min. turning radius
(inches)
Front
wheel
running angle
Kerb. Mass（kg)
（Incl. Battery）
Max. loading (kg)

5.9
≤177
30.9°
Standard：780
Advanced：805
300

Max. speed (mph)

19.9

Rated
mass(kg)

1000

towing

Max. towing force
of the hook（kN）
Rated towing force
of the hook(kN)
Hundred kilometers
power consumption
Continuous
mileages(miles)

2.5
1.6
8-10
60 miles
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Data

Rated Power
4.5/3000
（kw/rpm）
Nominal
60V
voltage
PermanentMotor type
magnet
brushless
Max. torque
56/500
（N.m/rpm）
Insulating
H
level
Total capacity
60V150Ah
of batteries
Battery
5
number
Tire
145/70 R12
Tire
Radial
36
pressure(psi)
Climbing
ability
20%
（No towing）
Steering
Steering type
wheel
Front/rear
Brake type
disk brake
Aluminum
Rim
alloy

